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NEW Family-Friendly Guideline Now Available!
The Family-Friendly version of our groundbreaking GLOBAL Medical Care
Guidelines for Adults with Down Syndrome is now available! Important topics
include behavior, dementia, cardiovascular disease, obesity, thyroid disease, and
more. Download your FREE copy!

Your 2022 Honorees Are...
Celebrities Caterina Scorsone, John C.
McGinley and Amanda Booth will
attend GLOBAL’s Be Beautiful Be
Yourself Fashion Show at the Sheraton
Denver Downtown Hotel on Saturday,
November 12, 2022! They will join us
in celebrating our 2022 Ambassador
Micah Quinones and Quincy Jones
Awardees Eric Dane and David Egan.
Get YOUR tickets today!

Groundbreaking New Study
on Regression in Down
Syndrome
Crnic Institute’s Dr. Lina Patel is a co-
author along with Dr. Mike Rafii on this
important study led by Dr. Jonathan
Santoro published in the prestigious
Journal of Neurodevelopmental
Disorders. Learn more about the
characteristics of this concerning
diagnosis and potential paths to
treatment. Read the full article!

5-Time Olympic Medalist Joins
GLOBAL Family

Elana Meyers Taylor is mom to
adorable 2-year-old Nico, who happens
to have Down syndrome. She’s also the
most decorated black athlete in
Winter Olympic History. GLOBAL is
proud to welcome Elana as a GLOBAL
International Spokesperson & member
of our GLOBAL Champion Advisory
Board! Congratulations, Elana!

Your Mental Health Matters!

Down syndrome experts highlight
mental health conditions in people
with Down syndrome and how they are
often misdiagnosed as a symptom of
Down syndrome in this article from our
award-winning Down Syndrome

WorldTM magazine. Access and share
the full article.

Have YOUR Photos Featured!

GLOBAL wants to share pictures of
YOU or YOUR loved ones with Down
syndrome in our award-winning Down

Syndrome WorldTM magazine and on
our social media channels! Submit your
photos that we’ll share with hundreds
of thousands of people.  
Enter your favorite pictures here!

GLOBAL Is In The News!

We’re excited to share GLOBAL’s press
coverage with you! Checkout our
recent headlines covering life-
changing research, government
advocacy, celebrity shout outs,
history-making music videos and more. 
Check out our In the News page!

Please Donate!
Your donation will fund life-changing research and medical care for people with Down

syndrome. Together we will elongate lives and improve health outcomes!
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Support GLOBAL while you shop!

The Global Down Syndrome Foundation (GLOBAL) is the largest non-profit in the U.S. working to save
lives and dramatically improve health outcomes for people with Down syndrome. GLOBAL has donated
more than $32 million to establish the first Down syndrome research institute supporting over 400
scientists and over 2,200 patients with Down syndrome from 33 states and 10 countries. Working closely
with Congress and the National Institutes of Health, GLOBAL is the lead advocacy organization in the
U.S. for Down syndrome research and medical care. GLOBAL has a membership of over 120 Down
syndrome organizations worldwide and is part of a network of Affiliates – the Crnic Institute for Down
Syndrome, the Sie Center for Down Syndrome, and the University of Colorado Alzheimer's and Cognition
Center – all on the Anschutz Medical Campus. GLOBAL’s widely circulated medical publications
include GLOBAL Medical Care Guidelines for Adults with Down Syndrome, Prenatal Testing and
Information about Down Syndrome, and the award-winning Down Syndrome World™ magazine. GLOBAL
also organizes the Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show, the largest Down syndrome fundraiser in the
world.
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